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At Naish we’re not afraid to tread our own path.  Based on Maui, Hawaii, we 
began life as an innovative windsurfing company and over the years, have 
evolved and grown into the brand you see today. With wind, water and waves 
in our blood, team Naish has always looked for new and exciting ways to help 
everyone enjoy the world of boardriding.   Proud of our heritage, we embrace 
our past while constantly looking forward for ways to improve.

Today we are a leading force in windsurfing, kiteboarding, and stand up 
paddling.  With multiple world championship titles in each sport and tens of 
thousands of sails, kites, and boards under our belt, we truly live and breath 
boardriding.  Through innovative designs and engineering, state-of-the-art 
production techniques and advanced materials, Naish continues to push the 
envelope with industry leading boardriding products year after year.

Whether you windsurf, kiteboard or stand up paddle, you can be confident 
that we have just what you need to take your riding to the next level, 
regardless of your skill set.  

Naish delivers premium quality boardriding products that you can depend on 
session after session, day after day, for years to come.

Aloha, Robby Naish

Naish Boardriding
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sail Selector

Force r1
Performance Wave

Boxer
Compact Wave/Freestyle

ViBe
all-around Wave/

Bump & Jump

cHopper
Ultra-compact Wave

cruz
all-around/No-cam Freeride

iNdy
2-cam Freeride/slalom

Moto
Freeride/Freestyle

light Wind Wave

Bullet
3-cam slalom/Race

scout se
Entry level
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SailS: FoRCE R1

Force r1

Force r1

The Force R1 is a versatile wave sail that is perfect for riders who demand 
acceleration, power and controlled handling in offshore, sideshore and onshore 
surf conditions.  

It is designed with a stable, locked-in power shape that is defined by twin scrim 
luff panels, 5 battens and a reduced aspect ratio.  This design combination 
delivers exceptional acceleration, early planing and even pressure to both hands.  
The Force R1 is the wave sail of choice for Robby Naish.

performance Wave

size 3.7 4.0 4.2 4.5 4.7 5.0 5.3 5.7 6.2

luff (cm) 356 368 382 391 402 414 423 434 445

boom (cm) 146 148 150 156 160 165 171 177 182

mast RDM 90/370 RDM 90/370 RDM 90/370 RDM 90/400 RDM 90/400 RDM 90/400 RDM 90/430 RDM 90/430 RDM 90/430

Sizes: 3.7, 4.0, 4.2, 4.5, 4.7, 5.0, 5.3, 5.7, 6.2 

Key Features:
• 5 Battens = Stability

• Center shape = Power + early planing

• Medium Aspect ratio = Great handling + wide range

• twin X-166 luff Panels = Solid, locked-in power

NeW carbontech construction 
• radial Carbon Airframe = Ultimate strength

+ unparalleled shape control

• spectraview Window = Lightweight + durable

• radial Panel layout = Maintains sail shape

+ progressive twist

• 100% X-ply laminate = Ultra-lightweight + durable
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SailS: ChoPPER

cHopper

cHopper

The Chopper is a revolutionary, ultra-low aspect wave sail for riders who push the 
limits of surfing and rotational maneuvers.  It features a 4 batten, ultra-compact 
outline that fits one 370 mast in all four sizes.

The Chopper packs more power per square meter than any other sail in the range 
and offers superb handling to make landing radical aerial maneuvers and wave 
riding exceptionally easy.

ultra-compact Wave
Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Key Features:
• 4 Battens = Lightweight

• low, Center shape = Predictable, smooth power

• ultra low Aspect ratio = Easy handling + wide range

• twin X-166 luff Panels = Solid, locked-in power

NeW carbontech construction 
• radial Carbon Airframe = Ultimate strength

+ unparalleled shape control

• spectraview Window = Lightweight + durable

• radial Panel layout = Maintains sail shape

+ progressive twist

• 100% X-ply laminate = Ultra-lightweight + durable

size S M L XL

luff (cm) 342 352 374 386

boom (cm) 146 155 166 176

mast RDM90/370 RDM90/370 RDM90/370 RDM90/370
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SailS: BoxER

Boxer

Boxer

The Boxer is the ultimate compact sail for those who want to mix 
waveriding and freestyle sailing.

Designed with a low aspect ratio and compact outline, it features 
a new Fusion construction which makes it an incredibly light, easy 
handling sail that is exceptionally durable to endure pounding surf 
and radical freestyle tricks.

compact Wave/Freestyle
Sizes: 3.6, 4.0, 4.4, 4.7, 5.0, 5.4, 5.8, 6.2

Key Features:
• 4 Battens = Lightweight

• Center shape = Power + early planing

• low Aspect ratio = Great handling + wide range

• single scrim luff Panel = Balances power + maintains drive

NeW Fusion construction 
• X-166 leech dacron Body Panels = Durable

• radial Kevlar Airframe = Strength + shape control

• spectraview Window = Lightweight + durable

• radial Panel layout = Maintains sail shape

+ progressive twist

size 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.7 5.0 5.4 5.8 6.2

luff (cm) 342 356 376 390 402 420 434 452

boom (cm) 140 147 153 158 161 168 175 182

mast RDM 90/340 RDM 90/340 RDM 90/370 RDM 90/370 RDM 90/400 RDM 90/400 RDM 90/430 RDM 90/430
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SailS: viBE

ViBe
The Vibe is designed for riders looking for an easy handling wave sail with a soft 
feel, wide wind range and true all-around performance.  

It features a new Fusion construction, which makes the Vibe exceptionally 
lightweight and durable.  It is the ideal choice for lighter riders, sideshore surf 
conditions and bump & jump freeride sailing.

all-around Wave/Bump & Jump
Sizes: 4.0, 4.2, 4.5, 4.7, 5.0, 5.3, 5.5, 5.7

Key Features:
• 5 Battens = Stability      

• draft forward shape = Light feel + balanced power

• Medium-to-High Aspect ratio = Easy handling + wide range

• single dacron luff Panel = Balances power + allows sail to go neutral

• soft leech = Adapts to gusty conditions

+ flex control when overpowered

size 4.0 4.2 4.5 4.7 5.0 5.3 5.5 5.7

luff (cm) 376 390 398 412 420 435 438 442

boom (cm) 146 144 154 152 162 163 172 172

mast RDM 90/370 RDM 90/370 RDM 90/400 RDM 90/400 RDM 90/400 RDM 90/430 RDM 90/430 RDM 90/430

ViBe

NeW Fusion construction 
• X-166 leech dacron Body Panels = Durable

• radial Kevlar Airframe = Strength + shape control

• spectraview Window = Lightweight + durable

• radial Panel layout = Maintains sail shape

+ progressive twist



SailS: moto

Moto
The Moto is an easy to handle, all-around sail with a light feel for riders looking 
for wave, bump & jump and freeride versatility.

Designed with a forgiving, soft-twisting leech and slightly deeper foil, the Moto 
delivers solid power and early planing.

Freeride/Bump & Jump/light Wind Wave
Sizes: 6.0, 6.5, 7.0

Key Features:
• 5 Battens = Stability      

• draft forward shape = Light feel + balanced power

• Medium-to-High Aspect ratio = Easy handling + wide range

• single scrim luff Panel = Balances power + maintains drive

Moto
size 6.0 6.5 7.0

luff (cm) 452 464 478

boom (cm) 183 190 200

mast RDM 90/430 SDM 90/460 SDM 90/460

NeW Fusion construction 
• X-166 leech dacron Body Panels = Durable

• radial Kevlar Airframe = Strength + shape control

• spectraview Window = Lightweight + tough

• radial Panel layout = Maintains sail shape

+ progressive twist
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SailS: CRUz

cruz
Designed for freeride performance, the Cruz is ideal for riders looking for versatility and simplicity in an all-
around no-cam sail.  The Cruz is made with a monofilm construction, horizontal panel layout and Kevlar 
scrim leech for fast acceleration, user-friendly handling and durability.

The wide range of sizing of the Cruz is best categorized as follows:
• The 5.2 to 7.7 sizes are for all sailors who want

simplicity and all-around performance

• The 3.4 to 4.6 sizes are optimized for
novice sailors and lighter riders

• The 1.4 to 2.6 sizes are perfect
training sails for kids

all-around/No-cam Freeride
Sizes: 1.4, 2.0, 2.6, 3.4, 4.0, 4.6, 5.2, 5.8, 6.4, 7.1, 7.7

Key Features:
• size optimized Batten geometry = All-around performance 

Sizes 6.4, 7.1, 7.7 = 6 battens

Sizes 5.2, 5.8 = 5 battens

Sizes 4.0, 4.6 = 4 battens

Sizes 1.4, 2.0, 2.6, 3.4 = 3 battens

• Center/forward shape = Early planing + balanced power

• Medium-to-High Aspect ratio = Easy handling + wide range

• single scrim luff Panel = Balances power + maintains drive

construction: 
• uV resistant Monofilm = Durability + visibility

• Horizontal Panel layout = Evenly distributed shape

+ progressive twist

• Kevlar scrim leech and foot 2-plys = Ultimate strength

cruz
size 1.4 2.0 2.6 3.4 4.0 4.6 5.2 5.8 6.4 7.1 7.7

luff (cm) Mini Ripper Mini Ripper 296 338 370 395 422 438 456 476 488

boom (cm) 90 105 118 134 142 153 166 179 193 205 213

mast Mini Ripper Mini Ripper RDM 90/340 RDM 90/340 RDM 60/370 RDM 60/400 RDM 60/400 SDM 60/430 SDM 60/430 SDM 60/460 SDM 60/460
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SailS: iNdy

iNdy
The Indy is a lightweight, twin cam freeride/slalom sail for riders who want the 
ultimate combination of early planing, top-end speed and easy handling.

Designed with a low aspect ratio, moderate width sleeve and deep draft, the Indy 
delivers incredible low-end power and acceleration that is also easy to control 
when overpowered. 

2-cam Freeride/slalom
Sizes: 5.8, 6.4, 7.0, 7.6, 8.2

Key Features:
• 6 Battens/2 Cams = Slalom performance + lightweight

• Center/forward shape = Early planing + balanced power

• low Aspect ratio = Great handling + wide range

• single scrim luff Panel = Balances power + maintains drive

• Composite scrim/dacron sleeve = Lightweight

+ clean leading edge

construction: 
• uV resistant Monofilm = Durability + visibility

• Horizontal Panel layout = Evenly distributed shape

+ progressive twist

• Kevlar scrim leech and foot 2-plys = Ultimate strength

iNdy
size 5.8 6.4 7.0 7.6 8.2

luff (cm) 420 435 456 472 484

boom (cm) 171 179 188 197 207

mast SDM 90/430 SDM 90/430 SDM 90/46 0 SDM 90/460 SDM 90/460
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SailS: BUllEt

Bullet
The Bullet is a state-of-the-art slalom/race sail for high 
performance sailors who demand maximum speed and total 
control.

Designed utilizing Naish’s highly developed 3D shaping and 
exclusive Carbontech construction, the Bullet features a deep, 
powerful draft and a clean, aerodynamic shape for powerful 
acceleration and blistering speed.

3-cam slalom/race
Sizes: 5.8, 6.4, 7.0, 7.8, 8.8

Key Features:
• 7 Battens/3 Cams = Slalom/race performance

• super stable shape = Predictable, smooth power

• low Aspect ratio = Great handling + wide range

• single scrim luff Panel = Balances power + maintains drive

• Composite scrim/dacron sleeve = Lightweight

+ clean leading edge

• Horizontal Panel layout = Evenly distributed shape

+ progressive twist

Bullet

NeW carbontech construction 
• radial Carbon Airframe = Ultimate strength

+ unparalleled shape control

• Monofilm Window = Lightweight + durable

• Horizontal Panel layout = Evenly distributed shape 

+ progressive twist

• 100% X-ply laminate = Ultra-lightweight + durable

size 5.8 6.4 7.0 7.8 8.8

luff (cm) 432 444 459 472 489

boom (cm) 182 192 202 217 228

mast SDM 90/430 SDM 90/430 SDM 90/430 SDM 90/460 SDM 90/460
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SailS: sCoUt sE

scout se
The Scout SE is a durable, easy handling sail for beginner 
windsurfers, centers and schools.

Designed to make entry-level sailing easy and fun, the 
Scout has a responsive shape that works well for riders of 
all shapes and sizes.It features a high quality, long-lasting 
construction using traditional Dacron and PVC. It also has a 
pocket to store the batten and a clew strap so the sail can 
be rolled around the mast when not in use.

entry level
Sizes: 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5

scout se

construction: 
• 100% dacron with PVC Window = Durable + long lasting

• radial Panel layout = Durable for schools

size 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.5 5.5

luff (cm) 301 316 357 396 440

boom (cm) 120 129 142 163 176

mast Mini Ripper RDM 60/370 RDM 60/370 RDM 60/400 RDM 60/430

Key Features:
• Classic outline design = Easy handling with excellent low-end

• dacron luff Panel = Soft feel

• luff Batten Pocket = Stores battens when sail is rolled on the mast 
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sail featureS
SailS: FEatUREs

The unique geometry of our pulley offers both traditional 6:1
AND 4:1 “loop-and-go” rigging.

Die cast stainless 
steel housing

Nylatron GSM pulleys

Uphaul Grommet

A downhaul pulley that integrates a lightweight die-cast stainless 
steel housing and low-friction Nylatron GSM pulleys. It provides both 
standard 6:1 and 4:1 rigging options. This system makes downhauling 
very easy and reduces wear and tear on the downhaul line.

scuff protection

6-ply batten pocket construction

roller tack pulley

The boom opening has a long sleeve cutout for easy rigging, and features 
position markers that enable perfect boom positioning every time you rig.

Durable molded EVA tack fairing that folds back for easy rigging and 
protects the sailor’s feet, mast and board. It features a grommet for 
the uphaul line and a mesh pocket with a Velcro closure for storing 
the downhaul line.

clew construction

loop-and-go

tack fairing downhaul pocket

Boom opener + position marker

The radial clew is the strongest and lightest design in the industry. A 
custom titanium ring is connected directly to radial Kevlar load strips 
via high-tenacity nylon webbing. The Warp Kevlar taffeta leech and foot 
tapes carry the perimeter loads.

Naish sails include comprehensive lightweight PVC scuff 
protection for both sides of the sail.

Striking a critical balance between light weight and durability, 
the batten pocket balances the power loads and has scuff 
protection on both sides of the sail.

Dacron Chafe 
Protection

Mark Cloth

X-166

Glue

Dacron 
Batten 
Pocket

Mark Cloth

X-166

Loop-and-Go 4:1 Standard low effort 6:1

Velcro closure

Downhaul line pocket

Roll up bungee

Heavy Duty Nylon 
Webbing

Warp Kevlar Taffetta 
Leech and Foot Tape

Linear Carbon 
Load Tape

Radial Patch

Seam

5 Mil Film

Naish sails use more than 25 different materials, including multiple-laminated technical scrims, warp Kevlar taffeta reinforcement tapes, high-tenacity 
seam tapes and the finest woven Tetoron and sleeve material available. For 2014, we have also introduced linear carbon fiber load tapes in the Force, 
Chopper and Bullet, making these the most technically advanced windsurfing sails available. All of our laminated materials are manufactured by 
Dimension-Polyant in the USA and Germany and our warp-oriented Tetoron is supplied by Teijin in Japan.

Materials

Naish sails are engineered with an advanced construction technology that connects load-bearing Kevlar and carbon tapes directly to radial seams. 
This dissipates critical loads and ensures strength and durability with the lighter, high tech materials. The result is clear on the water-power delivery is 
direct, jibing becomes nearly effortless thanks to lower swing weights and the lighter sails are more responsive at both ends of the wind range.

engineering

Light weight alone does not make a great sail. Over the years, Naish riders have come to rely on the fact that their sails are the toughest and strongest 
available and this year’s range is no exception. Every aspect of the sail is designed to deliver the optimum strength-to-weight ratio and every 
construction detail is meticulously tested on the water. Naish sails will withstand punishing wipeouts and years of hard use.

durability

Titanium 
Clew Ring

Molded EVA 
Cover Patch
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SailS: tEChNology

sail TECHNOLOGY

NeW carBoNtecH conStruction

A

B

d

C

radial Carbon Airframe = Ultimate strength + unparalleled shape control

spectraview Window = Lightweight + durable

radial Panel layout = Maintains sail shape + progressive twist

100% X-ply laminate = Ultra-lightweight + durable 

FoRCE R1/ChoPPER/BUllEt

NeW FusioN conStruction

A

B

d

C

X-166 leech dacron Body Panels = Durable

radial Kevlar Airframe = Strength + shape control

spectraview Window = Lightweight + durable

radial Panel layout = Maintains sail shape + progressive twist

viBE/BoxER/moto

A

B

d

C

A

A

C

d

A

B

d

C

B

d

cruz conStruction

A

B

C

B

C

A

B

C

B

C

uV resistant Monofilm = Durability + visibility

Horizontal Panel layout = Evenly distributed shape + progressive twist

Kevlar scrim leech and foot 2-plys = Ultimate strength 

A

B

C

iNdy conStruction
uV resistant Monofilm = Durability + visibility

Horizontal Panel layout = Evenly distributed shape + progressive twist

Kevlar scrim leech and foot 2-plys = Ultimate strength 

A

B

C
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SailS: sPECiFiCatioNs

sail SPECIFICATIONS
luff (cm) boom (cm) head battens cams rec. mast weight (kg)

356 146 vario 5 0 RDM 90/370 2.80 kg

368 148 vario 5 0 RDM 90/370 3.00 kg

382 150 vario 5 0 RDM 90/370 3.09 kg

391 156 vario 5 0 RDM 90/400 3.22 kg

402 160 vario 5 0 RDM 90/400 3.29 kg

414 165 vario 5 0 RDM 90/400 3.42 kg

423 171 vario 5 0 RDM 90/430 3.49 kg

434 177 vario 5 0 RDM 90/430 3.56 kg

445 182 vario 5 0 RDM 90/430 3.68 kg

Force r1 3.7

Force r1 4.0

Force r1 4.2

Force r1 4.5

Force r1 4.7

Force r1 5.0

Force r1 5.3

Force r1 5.7

Force r1 6.2

luff (cm) boom (cm) head battens cams rec. mast weight (kg)

342 146 vario 4 0 RDM90/370 2.80 kg 

352 155 vario 4 0 RDM90/370 2.99 kg

374 166 vario 4 0 RDM90/370 3.15 kg

386 176 vario 4 0 RDM90/370 3.35 kg

cHopper s

cHopper M

cHopper l

cHopper xl

luff (cm) boom (cm) head battens cams rec. mast weight (kg)

342 140 vario 4 0 RDM 90/340 2.79 kg 

356 147 vario 4 0 RDM 90/340 2.94 kg 

376 153 vario 4 0 RDM 90/370 3.05 kg 

390 158 vario 4 0 RDM 90/370 3.12 kg 

402 161 vario 4 0 RDM 90/400 3.26 kg

420 168 vario 4 0 RDM 90/400 3.35 kg 

434 175 vario 4 0 RDM 90/430 3.61 kg 

452 182 vario 4 0 RDM 90/430 3.78 kg 

Boxer 3.6

Boxer 4.0

Boxer 4.4

Boxer 4.7

Boxer 5.0

Boxer 5.4

Boxer 5.8

Boxer 6.2

luff (cm) boom (cm) head battens cams rec. mast weight (kg)

376 146 vario 5 0 RDM 90/370 3.00 kg

390 144 vario 5 0 RDM 90/370 3.01 kg

398 154 vario 5 0 RDM 90/400 3.15 kg

412 152 vario 5 0 RDM 90/400 3.18 kg

420 162 vario 5 0 RDM 90/400 3.30 kg

435 163 vario 5 0 RDM 90/430 3.41 kg

438 172 vario 5 0 RDM 90/430 3.50 kg

442 172 vario 5 0 RDM 90/430 3.52 kg

ViBe 4.0

ViBe 4.2

ViBe 4.5

ViBe 4.7

ViBe 5.0

ViBe 5.3

ViBe 5.5

ViBe 5.7

luff (cm) boom (cm) head battens cams rec. mast weight (kg)

452 183 vario 5 0 RDM 90/430 3.77 kg

464 190 fixed 5 0 SDM 90/460 3.88 kg

478 200 fixed 5 0 SDM 90/460 4.04 kg

Moto 6.0

Moto 6.5

Moto 7.0

luff (cm) boom (cm) head battens cams rec. mast weight (kg)

Mini Ripper 90 vario 3 0 Mini Ripper 1.16 kg

Mini Ripper 105 vario 3 0 Mini Ripper 1.35 kg

296 118 vario 3 0 RDM 90/340 1.98 kg

338 134 vario 3 0 RDM 90/340 2.52 kg

370 142 vario 4 0 RDM 60/370 2.83 kg

395 153 vario 4 0 RDM 60/400 3.15 kg

422 166 vario 5 0 RDM 60/400 3.56 kg

438 179 vario 5 0 SDM 60/430 3.84 kg

456 193 vario 6 0 SDM 60/430 4.18 kg

476 205 fixed 6 0 SDM 60/460 4.56 kg

488 213 fixed 6 0 SDM 60/460 4.68 kg

cruz 1.4

cruz 2.0

cruz 2.6

cruz 3.4

cruz 4.0

cruz 4.6

cruz 5.2

cruz 5.8

cruz 6.4

cruz 7.1

cruz 7.7

luff (cm) boom (cm) head battens cams rec. mast weight (kg)

420 171 vario 6 2 SDM90/430 4.20 kg

435 179 fixed 6 2 SDM90/430 4.45 kg

456 188 fixed 6 2 SDM90/460 4.69 kg

472 197 fixed 6 2 SDM 90/460 4.89 kg

484 207 fixed 6 2 SDM 90/460 5.10 kg

iNdy 5.8

iNdy 6.4

iNdy 7.0

iNdy 7.6

iNdy 8.2

luff (cm) boom (cm) head battens cams rec. mast weight (kg)

432 182 fixed 7 3 SDM 90/430 4.67 kg

444 192 fixed 7 3 SDM 90/430 4.95 kg

459 202 fixed 7 3 SDM 90/460 5.17 kg

472 217 fixed 7 3 SDM 90/460 5.46 kg

489 228 fixed 7 3 SDM 90/460 5.80 kg

Bullet 5.8

Bullet 6.4

Bullet 7.0

Bullet 7.8

Bullet 8.8

luff (cm) boom (cm) head battens cams rec. mast weight (kg)

301 120 vario 2 0 Mini Ripper 1.43 kg

316 129 vario 2 0 RDM 60/370 1.62 kg

357 142 vario 2 0 RDM 60/370 1.70 kg

396 163 vario 2 0 RDM 60/400 2.05 kg

440 176 vario 3 0 RDM 60/430 2.60 kg

scout se 2.5

scout se 3.0

scout se 3.5

scout se 4.5

scout se 5.5
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Boards



BoaRd Selector

WaVe starsHip

gt & gt sport

Performance Wave Bump & Jump/onshore Wave

all-around Freeride

Freestyle Bullet

crossoVer air 11’0”Kailua & Kailua se

Freestyle slalom/Race

inflatable Windsurf/sUPEntry level
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boardS: WavE

WaVe
The Wave is a highly versatile board shape designed to deliver true surfing 
performance in essentially any wave condition around the world.

It features added nose length for pop over white water and thinned-out rails for 
superior grip while bottom turning and smacking the lip.  Designed with a fast 
rocker, wing-pin tail and thruster fin set-up, the Wave delivers quick planing, 
outstanding board control and incredible rail-to-rail carving.

performance Wave
Sizes: 70, 75, 80, 85, 95

Wave 70 Wave 75 Wave 80 Wave 85 Wave 95

volume 70 L 75 L 80 L 85 L 95 L

length 224 cm 232 cm 237 cm 240 cm 244 cm

width 57 cm 55 cm 56.3 cm 57.7 cm 59.7 cm

fin type
Wave US 6.5 +

 US 4.0 side fins

Wave US 6.5 +

 US 4.0 side fins

Wave US 6.5 +

 US 4.0 side fins

Wave US 6.5 +

 US 4.0 side fins

Wave US 6.5 +

 US 4.0 side fins

rec. sail size 3.4 - 5.3 3.4 - 5.3 3.7 - 5.7 4.0 - 5.7 4.5 - 6.2

Key Features:
• Added nose length = Acceleration + pop over white water + extra floatation

• fast rocker = Early planing + rail-to-rail carving with ease

• thinned-out rails = Superior grip in bottom & top turns

• Wing-pin tail = Easy to ride

• ergonomic foot straps = Comfortable fit + easy adjustment

• High density footpads = Excellent board feel

• thruster fin set-up = Outstanding trim range + precision board control

• us Box = Adjustable fin positioning

Wave US 6.5
+ US 4.0 side fins

Vario Ergonomic
Footstraps
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Key Features:
• flat, fast rocker = Early planing + balanced ride

• Beveled rails = Smooth ride, softens chop + extremely forgiving in jibes

• full rails with tucked under edge = Stability + water release for early planing

• round Pin tail = Extraordinary top speed + easy to initiate carving turns

• Medium density footpads = Comfortable ride + excellent board feel

• Wide Point Carried forward = Stability through jibes + effortless control

• single Concave to double Concave V to V Bottom = Early planing + smooth ride + easy to jibe

• freemove fin = Early planing + upwind performance + easy jibing

• Power Box = Ultra strong + perfect fin position

boardS: staRshiP

starsHip
The Starship was designed for early planing, thrilling straight-line speed and easy, 
yet exciting, maneuverability. It rides super smooth in a wide range of conditions 
and allows riders the freedom to progress their skill level.

Bump & Jump/onshore Wave
Sizes: 90, 100, 115

starship 90 starship 100 starship 115

volume 90 L 100 L 115 L

length 235 cm 240 cm 245 cm

width 59.7 cm 62.3 cm 65.6 cm

fin type Starship PB 28 Starship PB 32 Starship PB 32

rec. sail size 4.0 - 6.5 4.0 - 7.0 4.5 - 7.5

Starship PB

Vario Ergonomic
Footstraps
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Key Features:
• extremely lightweight = Incredible acceleration +  easy pop 

• double Concave deck in stance Area = Comfortable upright/centered freestyle stance

• freestyle Winger tail = Excellent top-end control due to reduced wetted surface

• ergonomic foot straps = Comfortable fit + easy adjustment

• Medium density footpads = Comfortable ride + excellent board feel

• Power Box = Ultra strong + perfect fin position 

boardS: FREEstylE

Freestyle
The Freestyle is designed for dedicated tricksters looking for a high performance 
freestyle  board for competition and radical flatwater maneuvers. It is extremely 
lightweight and delivers incredible acceleration and pop. 

It features a double concave deck in the stance area which allows the rider to 
maintain an upright, centered stance for instant planing and a winger tail for 
fast maneuvering.

Freestyle
Sizes: 90, 100

Freestyle 90 Freestyle 100

volume 90 L 100 L

length 227 cm 229 cm

width 60.5 cm 64 cm

fin type Freestyle PB 22 Freestyle PB 22

rec. sail size 3.7 - 6.2 4.2 - 7.0

Freestyle PB 22

Vario Ergonomic
Footstraps
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Key Features:
• extremely lightweight = Incredible acceleration + control

• Concave deck shape = Low center of effort + control

• rocker line = Early planing + maximum acceleration

• ergonomic foot straps = Comfortable fit + easy adjustment

• Medium density footpads = Comfortable ride + excellent board feel

• Molded Carbon deboichet sl7 fin = Controllability at any speed

• tuttle Box = Direct power transfer

boardS: BUllEt

Bullet
The Bullet is designed for riders who want ultra-fast performance and total 
control at extremely high speeds.

It features a molded carbon Deboichet SL7 fin, which provides blistering 
acceleration and maintains board control as speed increases.  The Bullet’s fast 
rocker line amplifies early planing and delivers limitless top-end speed potential.

slalom/race
Sizes:  95, 115, 130

Bullet 95 Bullet 115 Bullet 130

volume 95 L 115 L 130 L

length 237 cm 240 cm 242 cm

width 60 cm 66 cm 78 cm

fin type
Deboichet

Tuttle 34

Deboichet

Tuttle 38

Deboichet

Tuttle 48

rec. sail size 5.2 - 7.0 5.8 - 7.6 6.4 - 8.8

Deboichet Tuttle

Vario Ergonomic
Footstraps
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Key Features:
• increased length = Dual axis stability + better directional stability + easy planing transition

• rocker line = Early planing + control + smooth jibing

• ergonomic foot straps = Comfortable fit + easy adjustment

• Medium density footpads = Comfortable ride + excellent board feel

• Power Box = Ultra strong + perfect fin position

boardS: gt & gt sPoRt

gt & gt sport
The GT is the perfect board for 
freeride sailors who crave quick 
planing and smooth jibing.

It features an incredibly versatile 
shape that is easy to ride and has 
an exceptionally stable feel. The 
GT’s rocker line provides board 
control, fast acceleration onto a 
plane and easy jibing at both low 
and high speeds.

It is also available in Sport 
technology for those who want the 
GT shape in a value construction.

all-around Freeride
Sizes: 120, 130, 140, 150

gt 120/sport 120 gt 130/sport 130 gt 140/sport 140 gt 150/sport 150

volume 120 L 130 L 140 L 150 L

length 252 cm 258 cm 264 cm 269 cm

width 69.5 cm 73 cm 75.7 cm 79.5 cm

fin type GT PB 40 GT PB 42 GT PB 44 GT PB 48

rec. sail size 4.5 - 7.0 5.0 - 7.8 5.5 - 8.2 5.5 - 8.8

GT PB Fin

Vario Ergonomic
Footstraps
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Key Features:
• integrated nose Bumper = Damage protection 

• Carry Handle in nose (160, Xr) = Easy transport

• rocker line = Progress to planing + stability + jibing with ease

• retractable daggerboard (160, 180, Xr) = Stability

• full eVA deck traction = Lightweight + maximum durability + traction embossed

• grooved eVA in stance Area = Superior grip

• Power Box = Ultra strong + perfect fin position 

boardS: kailUa & kailUa sE

Kailua & Kailua se

The Kailua is the ideal board for novice sailors of all weights and sizes 
who want unmatched stability to learn the basics of windsurfing in both 
planing and non-planing conditions.

It features a full EVA deck and an integrated nose bumper for maximum 
durability and long lasting use.  The Kailua’s rocker line amplifies early 
planing and makes jibing extremely easy for beginner windsurfers.

It is also available in SE technology with an easy-to-repair, non-skid deck, 
making it the perfect entry level board for schools and rental centers.

entry level
KAILUA Sizes: 140, 160, 180, XR
KAILUA SE Sizes: 160, 180, XR

Kailua 140 Kailua 160/se 160 Kailua 180/se 180 Kailua xr/se xr

volume 140 L 160 L 180 L 250 L

length 254 cm 267 cm 278 cm 319 cm

width 77 cm 79 cm 85 cm 89 cm

fin type Kailua PB 32 Twin
Kailua PB 32

+ Daggerboard

Kailua PB 32

+ Daggerboard

Kailua PB 25

+ Daggerboard

rec. sail size up to 7.0 up to 8.0 up to 9.0 up to 9.0

Kailua PB Fin

Vario Ergonomic
Footstraps
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boardS: CRossovER aiR

crossoVer air 11’0”

The Crossover Air 11’0’’ is an incredibly 
versatile inflatable board for both windsurfing 
and stand-up paddling.

It features an M8 universal insert for attaching 
a windsurfing rig and offers outstanding 
sailing performance in light to moderate wind 
conditions.  It also has a slide-in dagger fin 
for upwind performance regardless of wind 
strength.

For stand-up paddling, the Crossover is 
designed with a low rocker, narrow outline and 
added thickness for directional stability and 
long glides.  This makes it the ideal SUP for 
flatwater cruising and longboard style wave 
riding. 

Ideal for riders up to 210 lbs/95 kg

inflatable Windsurf/sup
Size: 11’0”

1. high pressure gauge pump

2. Canvas carry pack

3. Repair kit

4. 2 x 10.0 slide in Fins

• mast/Board Connector

• 2 x 10.0 slide in Fins

Key Features

Mast/board connector

2 x 10.0 Slide in fins

package includes

crossover air 11’0”

volume 210 L

length 11’0” / 335.3 cm

width 30” / 76.2 cm

thickness 6” / 15.2 cm

fin type 2 x 10.0 Slide in Fins

rec. sail size up to 7.0
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Boards TECHNOLOGY

WaVe conStruction
A

B

d

C

Freestyle conStruction

Carbon inegra deck = Lightweight + stiff + impact strength

PVC sandwich deck & Bottom = Longitudinal double stringer effect + impact resistant

half deck glass Reinforcement = impact strength + durability

molded EPs Closed Cell Core = lightweight + resistant against potential water leakage

Carbon Bottom = extremely light + stiff

A

B

d

C

e

Bullet conStruction

Full Carbon deck & Bottom = exceptional stiffness + lightweight

PvC sandwich deck & Bottom = longitudinal double stringer effect + impact resistant

CNC Cut EPs Core = absolute precision shaping

starsHip conStruction

glass matrix  = outstanding strength-to-weight ratio

Pine sandwich layer = Maximum impact resistance + lightweight

hdx sandwich deck & Bottom = Structural integrity + impact resistance + 
durability in high stress areas

molded EPs Closed Cell Core = lightweight + resistant against potential 
water leakage

B

d

C

A A

B

C

Carbon inegra deck = Lightweight + stiff + impact strength

PVC sandwich deck & Bottom = Longitudinal double stringer effect + impact resistant

CnC Cut ePs Core = Absolute precision shaping

Carbon Bottom = Optimal longitudinal stiffness + lightweight

A

B

d

C

B

B

d

C

A

d

B

C

A

B

d

C

e
B

B

C

B

A

A

boardS: tEChNology
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Boards TECHNOLOGY

A

B

C

Wood reinforcement in stance Area = Durability + longitudinal stringer effect

Molded ePs Closed Cell Core = Lightweight + resistant against potential water leakage

glass Matrix deck & Bottom = Outstanding strength-to-weight ratio

gt conStruction Kailua/se conStruction

Protective Ast/AsA skin w/eVA = Extra durability

Wood in stance Area = Equal load distribution 

molded EPs Closed Cell Core = lightweight + resistant against potential water leakage

glass matrix Bottom = outstanding strength-to-weight ratio

A

B

d

C

gt sport conStruction

A

B

C

Wood sandwich deck & Bottom = Natural load spread + energetic flex

Molded ePs Closed Cell Core = Lightweight + resistant against potential water leakage

glass Matrix deck & Bottom = Outstanding strength-to-weight ratio

A

B

d

A

A

C

C

B

C

C

C

A

C

C

B

C

Uv Protection

EF Polymer

Urethane Protection

2nd Coating

1st Coating

space yarn

e

f

crossoVer air conStruction

B

d

C

A

e

f

B

d

C

A

boardS: tEChNology
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Board SPECIFICATIONS

volume length width fin type rec. sail size construction style of use

70 L 224 cm 57 cm Wave US 6.5 + US 4.0 side fins 3.4 - 5.3 Carbon Inegra Sandwich Wave

75 L 232 cm 55 cm Wave US 6.5 + US 4.0 side fins 3.4 - 5.3 Carbon Inegra Sandwich Wave

80 L 237 cm 56.3 cm Wave US 6.5 + US 4.0 side fins 3.7 - 5.7 Carbon Inegra Sandwich Wave

85 L 240 cm 57.7 cm Wave US 6.5 + US 4.0 side fins 4.0 - 5.7 Carbon Inegra Sandwich Wave

95 L 244 cm 59.7 cm Wave US 6.5 + US 4.0 side fins 4.5 - 6.2 Carbon Inegra Sandwich Wave

WaVe 70

WaVe 75

WaVe 80

WaVe 85

WaVe 95

volume length width fin type rec. sail size construction style of use

90 L 235 cm 59.7 cm Starship PB 28 4.0 - 6.5 HDX Sandwich Wood Universal

100 L 240 cm 62.3 cm Starship PB 32 4.0 - 7.0 HDX Sandwich Wood Universal

115 L 245 cm 65.6 cm Starship PB 32 4.5 - 7.5 HDX Sandwich Wood Universal

starsHip 90 

starsHip 100 

starsHip 115 

volume length width fin type rec. sail size construction style of use

90 L 227 cm 60.5 cm Freestyle PB 22 3.7 - 6.2 Carbon Inegra Sandwich Freestyle

100 L 229 cm 64 cm Freestyle PB 22 4.2 - 7.0 Carbon Inegra Sandwich Freestyle

Freestyle 90 

Freestyle 100 

volume length width fin type rec. sail size construction style of use

95 L 237 cm 60 cm Deboichet Tuttle 34 5.2 - 7.0 Carbon Sandwich Slalom

115 L 240 cm 66 cm Deboichet Tuttle 38 5.8 - 7.6 Carbon Sandwich Slalom

130 L 242 cm 78 cm Deboichet Tuttle 48 6.4 - 8.8 Carbon Sandwich Slalom

Bullet 95

Bullet 115

Bullet 130

volume length width fin type rec. sail size construction style of use

120 L 252 cm 69.5 cm GT PB 40 4.5 - 7.0 Sandwich Wood Freeride

130 L 258 cm 73 cm GT PB 42 5.0 - 7.8 Sandwich Wood Freeride

140 L 264 cm 75.7 cm GT PB 44 5.5 - 8.2 Sandwich Wood Freeride

150 L 269 cm 79.5 cm GT PB 48 5.5 - 8.8 Sandwich Wood Freeride

gt 120 

gt 130 

gt 140 

gt 150 

volume length width fin type rec. sail size construction style of use

120 L 252 cm 69.5 cm GT PB 40 4.5 - 7.0 Glass Matrix Freeride

130 L 258 cm 73 cm GT PB 42 5.0 - 7.8 Glass Matrix Freeride

140 L 264 cm 75.7 cm GT PB 44 5.5 - 8.2 Glass Matrix Freeride

150 L 269 cm 79.5 cm GT PB 48 5.5 - 8.8 Glass Matrix Freeride

gt sport 120

gt sport 130

gt sport 140

gt sport 150

volume length width fin type rec. sail size construction style of use

140 L 254 cm 77 cm Kailua PB 32 Twin up to 7.0 Glass Matrix Beginner/Schools

160 L 267 cm 79 cm Kailua PB 32 + Daggerboard up to 8.0 Glass Matrix Beginner/Schools

180 L 278 cm 85 cm Kailua PB 32 + Daggerboard up to 9.0 ASA Beginner/Schools

250 L 319 cm 89 cm Kailua PB 25 + Daggerboard up to 9.0 ASA Beginner/Schools

Kailua 140

Kailua 160

Kailua 180

Kailua xr

volume length width fin type rec. sail size construction style of use

160 L 267 cm 79 cm Kailua PB 32 + Daggerboard up to 8.0 Glass Matrix Beginner/Schools

180 L 278 cm 85 cm Kailua PB 32 + Daggerboard up to 9.0 ASA Beginner/Schools

250 L 319 cm 89 cm Kailua PB 25 + Daggerboard up to 9.0 ASA Beginner/Schools

Kailua 160 se

Kailiua 180 se

Kailua xr se

boardS: sPECiFiCatioNs

volume length width fin type rec. sail size construction style of use

210 L 11’0”/335.3cm 30”/76.2cm 2 x 10.0 Slide In Fins up to 7.0 Inflatable Windsurf/SUPcrossoVer air 11’0”
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Every Naish mast is quality-controlled and checked to ensure proper bend characteristics for optimum 
performance. Bases and tips are manufactured separately, enabling Naish to combine a light, responsive 
mast tip with a tough, resilient base. This results in better performance, lower center of gravity, and 
improved durability.

Naish’s state-of-the-art precision, computer-controlled 
technology guarantees the precise placement of carbon fiber and 
e-glass in side-by-side helix on all of its filament-wound masts.

Filament-wound technology

Pre-impregnation represents the cutting edge of composite 
manufacturing. A specially-formulated resin system is introduced 
to the carbon, glass and aramid fiber matrix under controlled 
laboratory conditions, and then thermoset to ensure 100% 
curing. That means no excess resin and the strongest possible 
final matrix. The resulting layup is lightweight, durable, and 
extremely consistent from mast to mast.

pre-preg technology

tecHNology

Reduced diameter 90% pre-preg carbon “Ho’okipa-proven” masts for performance wave, freestyle and speed sailing.

rdM 90

rdM 90 length diameter weight carbon% iMCs finish/construction mast bag

340 RDM 1.50 kg 90% 15 Pre-preg P

370 RDM 1.65 kg 90% 17 Pre-preg P

400 RDM 1.75 kg 90% 19 Pre-preg P

430 RDM 2.00 kg 90% 21 Pre-preg P

460 RDM 2.30 kg 90% 25 Pre-preg P

rdM 60 length diameter weight carbon% iMCs finish/construction mast bag

340 RDM 1.60 kg 60% 15 Filament P

370 RDM 1.75 kg 60% 17 Filament P

400 RDM 2.05 kg 60% 19 Filament P

430 RDM 2.25 kg 60% 21 Filament P

Reduced diameter 60% filament-wound carbon masts for all-around performance for wave and freeride sailing.

rdM 60

sdM 90 length diameter weight carbon% iMCs finish/construction mast bag

430 SDM 1.80 kg 90% 21 Pre-preg P

460 SDM 1.95 kg 90% 25 Pre-preg P

Standard diameter 90% pre-preg carbon masts are extremely lightweight and have quick response for racing, slalom and high performance freeriding.

sdM 90

Mini ripper length diameter weight carbon% iMCs finish/construction mast bag

Vario     Alloy RDM 0.60kg Alloy N/A Alloy / Push pin N

Alloy mast with a simple push-pin system that adjusts to small Cruz sails.

Mini ripper

rigS: masts & Booms

rigs MASTS & BOOMS
All Naish booms are manufactured with a high quality boom grip that 
provides comfort for the hands and great traction.  They also feature a 
removable RDM inlay that allows for boom height adjustment without 
releasing outhaul tension.

front end front end

length Adjustment system embroidered logo

• 100% Pre-preg/carbon main body

• Continuous bend curve

• 26mm diameter on CB Wave

• 29mm grip area diameter

on Freeride and Slalom sizes

• Function determined carbon 

back ends

cB
length construction bend curve diameter back end back end cleat

140 - 190 Pre-preg Carbon Continuous 26 Carbon Wave

160 - 210 Pre-preg Carbon Continuous 29 -31 Carbon Slalom

180 - 240 Pre-preg Carbon Continuous 29 -31 Carbon Slalom

cB WaVe pro

cB Freeride pro

cB slaloM pro

• Continuous bend curve

• 26mm grip area diameter

on Wave and Freeride sizes

• 29mm diameter for added

stiffness on Slalom size

• Function determined

back ends

ct
length construction bend curve diameter back end back end cleat

135 - 185 T8 Continuous 26 - 29 Alloy Wave

160 - 210 T8 Continuous 26 - 29 Alloy Wave

180 - 230 T8 Continuous 29 Alloy Slalom

ct WaVe

ct Freeride

ct slaloM

• Continuous bend curve

• 26mm grip diameter

• T6 Alloy main body

• Low friction loop-and-go back end

ripper
length construction bend curve diameter back end back end cleat

110 - 160 T6 Continuous 26 Alloy Juniorripper
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rdM extensions

piN collar adjustment System uNiVersal
A tendon universal that can easily be

transformed from single pin to double pin.

• Wide surface area for better load distribution

• Low profile

siNgle piN Push System
• Sand-safe

• Coil spring loaded pushpin

• Large release button

• Stainless steel pulleys

rigS: ExtENsioNs

rigs EXTENSIONS

length material pin system

0 - 30 T8 Single Pin

0 -30 Pre-preg Carbon Single Pin

0 -45 Pre-preg Carbon Single Pin

rdM FiresticK

rdM FiresticK cB

rdM FiresticK cB

length material pin system

0 - 30 T8 Single PinsdM

sdM extension

Push

Move

Adjust
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MissioN 3dKl pro

Moto

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Sizes: XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

Built around our revolutionary 3D internal plate, the Mafia 
is designed for riders that want the most mobility, superior 
fit and support. The bar is built into the streamlined bar pad 
with stabilizer strap to protect the rider. The handle pass leash 
traveler features dual-sided quick releases. Now with our 
exclusive FurTech for added comfort. 

Key Features
• Neoprene buckle covers

• Grab handle

• FurTech

• Heavy-duty handle pass leash with quick release

• Dual tension belt

• Low-back support

• Contoured side shape

• Load-spreading patches

• 3D-fit technology

• Click-in spreader bar

• Deluxe bar pad with stabilizer

• 3D Internal Plate

• Soft fabrics

The KL Pro is the perfect harness for aspiring and professional 
freestylers.  A totally new shape that features our 3D internal 
plate.  This harness also features a new simplified “D-Ring” 
leash connection on the side.

Key Features
• Neoprene buckle covers

• Grab handle

• Heavy-duty handle pass leash with quick release

• Neoprene dual elastic belt

• High-back support

• Contoured side shape

• Load-spreading patches

• 3D-fit technology

• Click-in spreader bar

• Deluxe bar pad with stabilizer

• D-Ring Leash Connection

• 3D Internal Plate

• Soft fabrics

• Soft rounded edges

The Moto is the ideal harness for freeride and freestyle 
riders. Performance freestyle is about having the freedom 
to move and twist for expressing your personal style of 
riding. The Moto’s pre-formed lower back shaping provides 
amazing lumbar support without compromising the body’s 
range of motion.

Key Features
• Neoprene buckle covers

• Grab handle

• Dual tension belt

• High-back support

• Contoured side shape

• Load-spreading patches

• 3D-fit technology

• Integrated spreader bar

• Click-in spreader bar

• Soft fabrics

• Soft rounded edges

The Mission 3D features a lightweight low-profile body with a 
new 3D polypropylene plate.  Maximum 3D shaping combined 
with the dual tension belt conforms to the rider’s body for 
maximum comfort. It is designed for riders looking for a lower 
cut and excellent back support.

Key Features
• Neoprene buckle covers

• Grab handle

• Heavy-duty handle pass leash with quick release

• Dual tension belt

• Low-back support

• Contoured side shape

• Load-spreading patches

• 3D-fit technology

• Click-in spreader bar

• Deluxe bar pad with stabilizer

• Soft fabrics

• Soft rounded edges

HarneSSeS

HarNesses
MaFia
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Key Features
• Neoprene buckle covers

• Dual tension belt

• Low-back support

• FurTech

• Contoured side shape

• Load-spreading patches

• 3D-fit technology

• Click-in spreader bar

• Soft fabrics

Key Features
• Neoprene buckle covers

• Grab handle

• Heavy-duty handle pass leash

• Low- back support

• Dual tension belt

• Split side load-spreading patches

• 3D-fit technology

• Click-in spreader bar

• Soft leg straps

• Soft fabrics

• Soft rounded edges

Key Features
• Neoprene buckle covers

• Grab handle

• Heavy-duty handle pass leash

• High-back support

• Dual tension belt

• Split side load-spreading patches

• 3D-fit technology

• Click-in spreader bar

• Soft leg straps

• Soft fabrics

• Soft rounded edges

Key Features
• Strong front zipper

• Secure zipper closure

• Triple-density impact diffuser

• Soft neoprene skin side and on edges

• Over or under harness fit

• Key pocket with key string

• Ergonomic body shape structure

deFeNder

alaNa

BalaNce

pro seat

Sizes: XS, S, M, L

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

Designed specifically for women with sizing and 3D shaping 
that follows a woman’s curves perfectly. The Alana features 
our exclusive new FurTech for added comfort.

The Balance is an ergonomically shaped seat harness that 
combines lower back and hip support, with the freedom to 
move. The strategic synch strap placement puts the hook in 
a low position to allow the body full range of motion, while 
supporting the lower back and waist.

The Pro Seat is a high-shaped seat harness with an 
outstanding load spread design. Its bucket seat shape provides 
excellent lower back and hip support for a comfortable ride.

The Defender Vest provides new riders the protection they 
need and gives experienced riders the confidence to push 
the limits. It offers superb impact protection, added float 
and peace of mind. The soft neoprene and large armholes 
allow excellent freedom of motion while still diffusing 
impact with water.

HarNesses
HarneSSeS
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HarneSSeS: tEChNology

HarNess TECHNOLOGY

Pre-formed back support:
Thermo-formed pieces provide extra 
padding and stiffness for extra back 
support and an ergonomic fit.

Features sHapiNg
Neoprene buckle covers:
Soft neoprene covers prevent kite lines 
from snagging.

High back:
Extra back support, for maximum 
load spread over the widest surface 
of your back.

Low back:
Narrower profile, for a lighter feel and 
increased range of motion. Ideal fit for 
smaller riders.

Dual tension belt:
Dual elastic abdominal belts provide two 
levels of tensioning for a perfect fit and a 
wide range of adjustment.

Contoured side shape:
A curved fit in the hip area eliminates 
excess fabric, for increased lateral 
movement.

coNstructioN

Load-spreading patches:
Internal and external structural elements 
that help spread the load throughout the 
entire harness.

3D-fit technology:
Ergonomically curved in the molding process 
with horizontal/vertical seam shapes to follow 
the shape of your body for maximum support 
and comfort.

Integrated Spreader Bar:
The Spreader Bar is integrated into the structure 
of the harness to protect your ribs and keep it 
securely in place without the need of a bar pad.

coMFort
Soft leg straps:
Extra soft neoprene fabric covers our seat 
harness leg straps to protect the skin.

Soft fabrics:
All Naish harnesses use soft neoprene or 
tricot interiors for maximum comfort.

Soft rounded edges:
All Naish harnesses have rounded edges 
with padding for ultimate comfort.

FurTech:
100% virgin Snipe, farm-raised and 
non-GMO fed.

NaisH tecHNologies

Click-in spreader bar:
Click-In technology is utilized to keep the bar 
in place at all times and to allow easy in/out 
(available as a spare part).

Deluxe bar pad with stabilizer:
Soft bar pad, constructed with foam where it 
is in contact with the skin. An extra webbing 
attachment secures the pad to the body of the 
harness to eliminate bar movement.

3D internal plate:
3D ergonomic plate inside the harness 
allows for an even better fit to your back 
and perfect load spread.

Neoprene dual elastic
abdominal belt:
Dual elastic abdominal belts provide 
extra support, perfect tension, and 
superb fit - for maximum comfort 
when riding.
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super large roller Bagairline roller Bag

duffle Bag

Toiletry KitWallet

Small (Vol. 44L) Large (Vol. 60L)  Volume: 86L  

Size: 100L

Designer Backpack

girls Beach tote

Cruiser Backpack Large

travel organizer

Skull Backpack

Volume: 36L Volume: 42L

Messenger Laptop Bag

• Laptop compartment

• Extra padded laptop section

• Multiple compartments

• FurTech shoulder straps

• Extra padded laptop section

• Laptop compartment

• TSA approved butterfly-   

   style laptop compartment

• FurTech shoulder straps

• FurTech shoulder straps

• Detachable TSA approved    

   clear liquid pouch

• Extra light design

• Skate wheels

• Double deck design with load spread

• Centipede strap (connect multiple bags together)

Volume: 24L

Features

On Airline Roller Bag and Super Large Roller Bag

skate wheels Heavy duty zipper centipede strap
Connect multiple bags together
On Airline Roller Bag and Super Large Roller Bag

traVel BAGS

• Extra light design

• Skate wheels

• Double deck design with load spread

• Centipede strap (connect multiple bags together)

Plastic = Will never rust

Volume: 30L

bagS & acceSSorieS: tRavEl Bags 
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